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TWR Now in 300+ Languages!
Now more than ever, it’s
essential to reach people around the world for
Jesus in their heart languages. Thanks largely
to increased efforts to
share the gospel with
more people groups in
India and the South Asia
region, TWR is now
speaking hope globally
in more than 300 languages and dialects!
While the majority of
the 300 languages and
dialects are broadcast
over TWR’s international
network of highpowered transmitters
and through connections with local stations,
some are distributed

exclusively in online
programming or on
digital recordings played
on audio devices.

Since its first broadcasts
in French, Spanish and
English in 1954, TWR
has endeavored to fulfill
Jesus’ mandate to make
disciples of all nations by
sharing the gospel in
media users’ own
languages.
When it comes to the
importance of hearing

the good news in one’s
heart language, consider
this testimony from a
listener in Egypt: “Your
program was given to
me as a gift from God
when I was in need of
spiritual food, and it was
the first and only source
of encouragement for
my faith after I received
the Lord Jesus into my
heart.”
At the core of TWR’s
online programming is
the web-based portal
TWR360. Offering
abundant Scripturebased audio, video and
text for on-demand use,
TWR360 in April added
its 100th language!

Home Assignment
We couldn’t do what
we do without God
going before us and a
team of encouragers
behind and beside us.
(That includes you!)
Home Assignment
enables in-person
ministry updates with
folks and churches

who support us, as
well as sharing our
work with new folks.
Lord willing, we will be
in Pennsylvania from
mid-October to the
end of December. The
time will be shorter
because our Cyprus
visas require us to
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return within 90 days,
one month less than
our usual timeframe.

Regardless, we hope
to spend time with as
many of you as possible. We appreciate
your prayers as we
schedule meetings
and for our travels.
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“Hello, I was feeling so alone and everything was so meaningless for me. But in the program you talked about hope.
It gave me courage again and hope. I know that we do not
belong to this world and that I am not alone in this world.
He’s going to strengthen me. But sometimes we forget this
very easily, it’s good to have people who remind you the
truth. Thank you.”

What We’re Doing
Randy has been busy
assisting colleagues around
Europe and beyond with
requests submitted through
our IT Helpdesk, as well as
recommending and ordering
equipment for the new
global playout system.
Cristy is assisting with
coordination of the next

TWR Europe Webinar on
June 15 and preparing for
the Partner Conference to be
held September 7-10. (More
about that next time.)
Please pray that the 100+
participants can meet
together again in Slovakia.
The decision to be onsite or
online must be made soon.

Missions Work?
THANK YOU!
If you are even slightly familiar
with TWR’s ministry, you might
know that there are endless
ways and possibilities to serve
the Lord. What amazed us when
we first looked into missions was
that we could continue using our
skills and talents to help impact
people’s lives with the gospel of
Jesus; people all over the world!

Talk about possibilities! The list
of roles that need to be filled is
not endless but I stopped
counting at 100; positions from
accounting and electrical
engineering to journalism and
mechanic to videographer and
web designer! Specific criteria
can be selected to refine your
search, which is very helpful.

If you or someone you know is
looking for a direct way to serve
the Lord, whether as an intern or
for a short term or long term, I
encourage you to check out and
share this link to the Serve page
on TWR’s web site: https://
www.twr.org/serve

And to clarify, living overseas is
not a prerequisite to serving.
There are plenty of opportunities
in our Cary, North Carolina,
office. One fun possibility is with
our video team, TWR Motion.
They’re looking for an animator
and illustrators: twrmotion.org

Thank you for coming
alongside us and
encouraging us with your
financial support/gifts and
much cherished prayers.
By this, you are allowing
God to use you to touch
countless lives with His
message of love and
forgiveness! We hope
what we share helps
strengthen your
connection with Jesus.
So thankful for you!
Love and hugs,
and

The success of our ministry is when more lives are eternally changed by the gospel because we have deeply meaningful and lasting partnerships.

